
TACC Hard-Cap Policy 

1. Hard-Cap in Progress: 

 

As a community we are now raising the Hard-Cap of US$500 M to move to TACC New Exchange in 

2024. As a result of the above-mentioned you will experience limited functionality until such time 

when the Hard-Cap is reached. We are aiming for the end of the first quarter but may experience 

some unforeseen delays. 

2. Soft-Cap.  

What we have achieved – the soft-cap of $2.5M during the IEO; afterwards, the coin went to 

exchange on June 1, 2021, and was traded on three different exchanges, such as Birake, Crex24, and 

Graviex. Hard-Cap. of US$500M is what we now have in view to certify the coin at $15,000. 

The rounds of the road map with policies can be seen below. 

✅   Round #1: @$1 to raise $1m 

✅   Round #2: @$50 to raise $2.5m 

✅   Round #3: @$100 to raise $25m 

✅   Round #4: @$500 to raise $100m 

✅   Round #5: @$1,000 to raise $100m 

✅   Round #6: @$5,000 to raise $150m 

✅   Round #7: @$10,000 to raise $119m 

The Hard-Cap Policies: 

A. There are seven ( 7 ) rounds of presales starting July 2023 to 2024, if we enter the second round- 

for The Abundance Community Coin (TACC) to raise the Hard-Cap. Every round has to be achieved 

before effecting the next. 

B. The Hard-Cap which is US$500 Million can be OnLy be certified with each round being achieved to 

hit the Exchange at US15,000 per coin. In other words we cannot certified the coins at round four (4) 

because we would not have tested the strength of the community at round 5, 6 & 7 to be able to put 

the coins at US$15,000 per coin. 

C. Should the community fail to certify the coin within the initial time period allotted, the community 

has a one (1) time opportunity to extend the time through a process of voting – such extension 

cannot go beyond or be more than the first. 

D. The process to extend the allotted time periods requires two ( 2 ) bona-fide Taccians to move the 

motion and to second such motion. The said Taccians should not have less than 20,000 (twenty 

thousand) coins in their wallets and must submit proof of such to the Chief Admin. 



E. Equally, should the process followed in (C) and the community in its second attempt fail to certify 

the coin, the coin now goes on the exchange one (1) level above the highest level of certification. For 

example having exhausted option ( C ) and the community was only able to certify at round 3 (three) 

which is US$100 the coins now go on the exchange at US$500. 

 


